
Board of Directors 

Corporate structure is one of those aspects of a business that entrepreneurs rarely give much 

attention or thought to. But unbeknown to them; it plays a determining factor to the success or lack 

thereof of their business because it provides a system of leadership structure. And most common in 

that is a board of directors. 

A board of directors, as the name suggests, comprises of a group of individuals tasked with the duty 

of directing the business to success. They are the ones that formulate strategies of how the entire 

business should operate and in which direction the business should go. Individually they are called 

chiefs because someone decided that a business is like a tribe and each head of a department should 

lead his or her sect of the clan like a chief does.  

Nonetheless, chief executive officer, chief financial officer, chief operating officer with acronyms of 

CEO, CFO & COO respectfully; are just some of the offices held by a board of directors. In terms of 

numbers; most boards comprise of 3 to 12 directors but some hold as many as 20 or more 

depending on how many chiefs the tribe needs. In a corporate setting; directors are usually chosen 

and overseen by a small team of non-executive directors of whom themselves are shareholders.  

From a small business perspective; many entrepreneurs do not see the need or relevance of putting 

in place a board of directors. Some refer to it as a corporate thing or merely fancy titles for normal 

roles in a business. But the point is not fancy titles of chief but rather to have a structure where 

people know their roles and hierarchy.  

There is a great deal of chaos amongst businesses and much of that is attributed to the lack of 

structure. Who holds what position; what are their specific duties and most importantly who 

answers to whom? We have all heard the saying ‘it starts from the top’. Well if you can organise 

your leadership structure; it will be very easy to replicate that system to flow right down to lower 

management.  

But indeed and in fact most small businesses do have a board of directors; they just don’t call it that. 

Because if you have yourself as the owner and CEO, you most probably have a second in command 

usually COO and you probably have a finance guy, CFO. Then there is your head of sales & 

marketing, CSMO and you probably have a head of human resources, CHRO. In all those individuals; 

in them is your leadership structure and board of directors. All you have to do now is put some 

structure to it.  
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